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The Progressive Canadian (PC) Party was officially registered with Elections Canada on May
29, 2004 by those devoted to continuing the progressive philosophy in Canadian politics. It is
based on "a disposition to preserve" what is good in the existing order, combined with "an ability
to improve."

We provide a political home for those who are comfortable with this balanced approach for
dealing with issues. We neither hold fast to the too often idealized benefits of past actions nor
rush full tilt into implementing untested theories. Our approach aims to consider all available
options for present and future problem solving and action.

Proud of the history, philosophy and actions that define Progressive Canadians, we continue
with a constitution that is Progressive and Canadian. A constitution, that places decision making
power in the Riding Associations and their representatives.

Politics is The Game of Games for its outcome shapes not only many aspects of everyday life
but world affairs as well. Too few Canadians actively participate in the political life of our
country. You are invited to join a party in which the role of participants is to work in the best
interest of the country and not in the sole interest of the party.

Those who went before us built a nation linked by a railway that united us from sea to sea.
Preserving this nation of ours through a vision of what Canada can be is our task in this
generation.

The purpose of the Progressive Canadian (PC) Party is conserving what is good in our
society, while improving our collective well - being through implementing positive change.
Should you agree with this purpose Join with us.
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